THE ARMENIANS OF LVIV IN THE SCIENTIFIC STUDIES, WRITTEN AND SACRAL RECORDS

The results of historiographic research devoted to the Armenian diaspora in Lviv are highlighted in the issue. The necessity of such historiographic presentation was enhanced by the high number of historical sources where the Armenians of Lviv were mentioned or described, and their scientific interpretations. The main principles of author's classification were the credibility of historical sources and artefacts as well as the chronological order of the studies' emergence which could be related to the history of whole city and to the periods of the Armenian community's struggle for their rights and privileges. Among the official documents, determined the authentic nature the Armenian community in Lviv, were the tax registries, royal estates' descriptions, the Armenian judicial acts and a controversial document "The Document of 1062 of Duke Fedor Dmitrievich", according to which the Armenians were introduced to Lviv for establishing the settlement and the credibility of which had been debatable to the present day. A separate part of the work is devoted to the most prominent historiographical studies and historical essays of the Armenians in Lviv. The new archive materials were included into the scientific usage; in particular, the attention was drawn to the preserved Armenian manuscripts in ancient Armenian that had been stored at the scientific library of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv and needed digitalization and restoration. The scientific work of professor Ya. R. Dashkevych, who was one of the most prominent researchers of the issue "The Armenians in Ukraine" and other national and foreign historians, was briefly described. The conclusion was drawn regarding to the necessity of Ukrainian history's enrichment by the Armenian's issue.
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Introduction

Initiating a study of city's history and its population, a researcher has inevitably encountered the variety of ethnical communities and so called "the urban nations" each with a desire for legitimation its past through "a myth of foundation" (Assman, 2004). The older and more prominent is a myth, the higher is the kinship of ethnical community with the developed territory. Moreover a myth implies a true belief in the role of territory's influence on establishing a community and its history (Hobsbaum, 2001: 113).

The Armenians as other "urban nations" of Lviv obtained from the king of Poland Kazimierz III the confirmation of their rights to trial autonomy in 1356, which implied the authenticity of the Armenians in the city long before the Polish conquest of 1349. Nevertheless, during the following three centuries, having claimed their economic and civil rights and freedoms to the Lviv and Poland government, they had to prove constantly the inviolability and legitimacy of their rights based on the pragmatic evidences of their origins and legitimate proofs of being on the territory. The pragmatic artefacts are various types of supporting letters to ownership, historical narratives, and geographical and topographical descriptions of the territories. Owing to the materialistic nature of evidences, they are the effective instruments of using and constructing the past, furthermore they become a subject of public and scientific discussions under particular political circumstances.

An issue of "the Armenians' origins" has constantly been an urgent subject of study from the 18th century and nowadays it has not lost its relevance in the historical discourse of Ukraine and Poland. The fact has contributed to the appearance of wide variety of ancient written works, sources and their scientific interpretations, which historiographic descriptions and classification approaches need to be studied.

In the presented issue we are aimed at performing a scientific classification of sources and documents that are the base of the studies related to the Armenians of Lviv. We determined the credibility of historical sources and chronological order of studies' emergence as the cardinal principles of division, except the source and literature base separation and description of issue. Consequently, a pike of scientific interest to the Armenian history could be understood and particular parallels could be drawn between the whole city's history and the periods of the Armenian community's struggle for their rights, privileges or historical artefacts.

The first part of our study devoted to a description of historical sources which proved the Armenians' presence...
in Lviv. These were the official documents of Polish government related to a city's reception of Magdeburg right; later among them were the additional registers, descriptions of royal estates and Armenian's judicial acts. The second part of study discovered the discussions referred to "The document of 1062", that was a historical source proved the Armenians' appearance in Lviv, however which credibility was repeatedly doubtful by the government officials who were forced to prove or reject the legitimacy and authenticity of the Armenian community in Lviv in the 16th-17th centuries and by the later scientists of the 19th-20th centuries who considered "The document" to be a huge "falsification" and defended the thought with the compelling arguments.

The division of researchers of the Armenian community of Lviv according to the chronological principle (before 1914 and after the date, who studied the issue in the other decades of the 20th century and in modern times) influenced on the 3rd and 4th part of research creation and permitted to demonstrate the context and social motivation affected the authors' scientific conclusions.

The methods were chosen according to the critical thinking analysis with the aim to generalize, to the extent possible, all informational complexes that were in the ancient sacral and written documents on Armenian history, in particular during the 11th-17th centuries, and the scientific studies of Russian, Polish and Ukrainian historians. The historical-genetic, historical-typological and descriptive methods were used in the study. The empirical information was obtained through the analysis of literature, archive sources and scientific journals.

Results

The discussion related to the credibility of a document, which contained the most ancient data of the Armenians' legitimation on the territory of Kyiv Rus, in particular on the lands of Lviv, was considered in the study. The reasons and development of the discussion which caused the researchers' division on two scientific opposing camps - the adherents of critical approach and the supporters of apologetic approach, were defined. The new archive materials were included into the scientific usage; particularly the attention was paid to the Armenian's manuscripts in old Armenian which needed restoration and digitalization, preserved at the scientific library of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv. The scientific work of professor Ya. R. Dashkevych, who was one of the most prominent researchers of the issue "The Armenians in Ukraine" and other national and foreign historians, was briefly described. The conclusion was drawn regarding to the necessity of Ukrainian history's enrichment by the authors' scientific conclusions.

Discussions

Relating to the sources of Armenian's authenticity in Lviv

The document of Lviv's reception of Magdeburg right in 1356 and permission of king of Poland Kazimierz III referred to the Armenian diocese organization centered in Lviv on February 4th 1367 should be considered the official documents determined the Armenians' presence in Lviv. The participants of round table "The Armenian Church in Ukraine from the Beginning to the Present Time" (which took place in Lviv during 21th - 23rd of May 2018) came to that conclusion. According to the materials of discussions printed as a separate collection with a title "Religious and Cultural Life of the Armenian Diaspora in Ukraine from the Beginning to the Present Time. Dedicated to 650th Anniversary of Lviv's Diocese of the Armenian Apostolic Church" (2018), we were informed that king of Poland Kazimierz III gave permission for Armenian Bishop Gregory I to organize a region Lviv and conduct the religious services according to the existed customs and traditions in 1367. The document was in Lviv to 1944 until it was transported to Poland.

Bishop Gregory I established a personal residence, having preserved the Armenian customs and language in a liturgy in Lviv on February 4th 1367. A king's diploma was in the archive of ancient acts of Lviv's city (in Lviv). In 1944 a document with other archive and library's treasures was transported deep into the territory of Poland. The document was selected for evacuation by Karol Badetskiy the head of archive of Lviv in January 1944. He selected 814 items of manuscripts on parchment dated 1234-1796. All the documents stored in Benedict abbey in Tyniec before a departure. After the war the document was not returned to Lviv and was directed to the Main Archive of State Acts in Warszawa (Matviyiv, 2001).

Cilician Katalikosice Theodoros II tried to replace Lviv's Bishop, Gregory I via defrocking him twice in 1383 and 1388, and issuing the permission (kondak) to another candidate Govganess Nasretian. In 1388 Lviv's Bishop applied to king's protection of Władysław II Jagiełło who confirmed the privileges given by Kazimierz III.

The first partial publishing of the mentioned document was performed by Polish historian Adam Naruszewicz in a multi-volume edition "The History of Polish Nation" in 1803 (Naruszewicz, 1803). The second editor of kondak was F. Zacharyasiewicz, the third was S. Baracz. The publication of Polish translation was performed by professional historian and editor Oleksandr Czolowski in Lviv in 1934.

Prior to Władysław Jagiełło the confirmation of the Armenian rights was given by regent of the kingdom of Poland Elżbieta Łokietkówna (1305-1380) in 1379 and Ludwik Wegierski (1326-1382) in 1380. Furthermore, in 1462 king Kazimierz IV Jagiellonczyk (1427-1492) approved all the rights of the Armenians and permitted them to leave the jurisdiction of government officials in Lviv. At that time Christin was an Armenian voigt. After the permissions released by Kazimierz IV Jagiellonczyk, the following kings confirmed conventionally the rights of the Armenian community of Lviv. The famous confirmation of the Armenian rights in 1633 and 1641 was done by king of Poland Władysław IV (1595-1648) (Zacharyasiewicz, 1842: 20). The frequent confirmation of rights was a sign of constant struggle of the Armenians against Polish nobility in Lviv.

The crucial historical source which contained the information regarding to the propriety status and skills of the Armenians of Lviv was the tax registries, descriptions of royal estates. In particular the list of the Armenians, lived in Lviv's outskirts Pidzamche near a monastery of St. Anna, preserved (Hrushevskyi, 1900: 341-347).

The prominent source of internal community life of the Armenians of Lviv is the judicial acts. There are 7 books of Armenian municipal court related to the period of the 16th century in the Central State Historical Archive in Lviv. There are the protocols of civil trials of 1537-1600-s and the protocols of Armenian commissions of jurors of 1578-1615-s among them. All the acts are in Latin, except some private letters in Armenian. The court books of 1559-1572-s disappeared during the Second World War; they could be exported by the occupying authorities in spring 1943.

2 The historical archive had a name of Bernard's archive as it was situated in Bernard's monastery at the time when Lviv was a part of Poland.
The so called "diplomaty" - a collection of documents' copies referred to the obtained rights and privileges, reflected most comprehensively the legal rights (given or established) of the Armenian community in Lviv from 1356. Such collection was compiled by Armenian nobility of Lviv in 1595. The Armenian manuscripts can be found at the scientific library of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv and in Lviv Department of Central Historical Museum of Ukraine situated on the square Soborna. There are some few studies related to the mentioned problems in Lviv as well as in Ukraine. A compound catalogue of the Armenian manuscripts does not exist as well as there are no professionals of appropriate level. The ancient Armenian language - grabar is a rare language in which only a few are competent. Nowadays, there are 11 of the Armenian manuscripts at the library's reserve collections. Before the Second World War in 1939 there were 23 items, 12 of them were transported on the territory of Poland by the German occupation authorities in 1943. The best researchers of scientific direction remained Ya. R. Dashkeyvych and father Nerese Akinian and his work "The Main Catalogue of the Armenian Manuscripts at Lviv University Library of Lviv and Stanislav Diocese", Vienna 1961. The catalogue of Nerese Akinian included 23 Armenian manuscripts of 49 which were at the university library. Additionally father G. Meliksekedian described an unknown manuscript - a church songbook of 1785. The catalogue of the Armenian manuscripts was composed by Frederik Makler. The Armenian manuscripts can be found at the reserve collections of the Imperial library in Vienna, including the manuscripts from Zamość town in Poland that were added to the collection after the decline of local community. A part of the manuscripts from Vienna were presented to the university in Lviv where history of the Armenian Church is studied at the theological department. Nowadays, 11 of the Armenian manuscripts of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv are related to the church sphere. The manuscripts' condition is poor, they need restoration and digitalization. Nobody, except father Nerese Akinian worked with them till 1970. After 1970-s each manuscript had approximately three researchers. French orientalist Kled Mutafian has studied the manuscripts for the last five years. Moreover the manuscripts were considered by Norain Pogosian, an associate professor at the Armenian Language Department of Yerevan University (Mesropyan, 2018).

**Relating to "The Document of 1062"**

An issue of the document of 1062 granted by Duke of Kyiv Rus Fedor Dmitrievich to the Armenians with an offer to settle on Rus was widely debated by Ukrainian, Polish, Armenian and Russian historians of the last century. The data is currently presented as a key point of the Armenians' appearance on the territory of modern Ukraine. The document in Latin translation was officially included into the Crown metric book in Warszawa on October 21st 1641 (Kapral, 2002). Ukrainian historian, professor, Lviv citizen Yaroslav Romanovich Dashkeyvych in his article "A document of Fedor Dmitrievich of 1062 (an essay on Ukrainian diplomacy)" (1962) and Armenian researcher V.A. Mikaelian in the work "Referring to the issue of a document of Fedor Dmitrievich" (1965) tried to initiate a scientific polemic of the issue in 1960-s. A scientific community did not support a discussion, as a result the issue should be considered open till nowadays. Consequently, all opposing sides remained on their positions. The Armenian community of Lviv, which defended their rights against Polish nobility, gave to king Władysław IV Waza some documents for the approval in 1641. This data was proved by historian and archivist Oleksandr Czolowski (1935). The Armenian documents guaranteed some economic and political privileges. There was a document of Fedor Dmitrievich of 1061 among the documents. The document's text was related to the duke's appeal to the Armenians of providing him the military aid for which three years of freedom were guaranteed. The crown office examined the document, translated it in Latin, and recognized it to be authentic. The Latin translation was registered in the crown office on November 17th 1641, an original was returned to the Armenian community in Lviv. The document's text in the modern interpretation is following: "From the grand Duke Fedor Dmitrievich to the Armenians of Kosograd who have the will to come here and will come for the assistance. For those who come I will give freedom for three years, and if they have a wish to stay under my authority, I will let them to settle on the land according to their desire. Some historians consider a document to be a historical source of the 11th century; others suppose it to be falsification. The document enhanced the status of the Armenians and identified their arrival at Kyiv Rus in the 11th century in the light of warriors in lieu of refugees. The document was internationally recognized. Its text was consistently used during the law suits for proving the eternal rights of the Armenians on Ukrainian lands. One more time, the document appeared in the crown court as a convincing document in 1654. The document was also mentioned as a legal document during a law suit in 1731 (Baracz, 1869). In 1809 I.Y. Simonovich, Armenian Archbishop of Lviv, used the document before Russian Emperor Oleksandr I as an evidence of Armenian nobility's origins on Ukrainian lands of the 11th century. The fact was mentioned in the Polish Armenians life description of the 19th century by Sadoź Baracz, Galician Polish religious leader, historian, folklorist, archivist and an Armenian due to the origins (Baracz, 1865). German traveler U. von Verdum mentioned the document in Lviv in 1670. Furthermore, French orientalist (occupied by the oriental studies) and religious leader L.M. Pidu de Sent-Sont remembered the document in 1680.

The document of 1062 has widely used in the Armenian historiography from the 18th century. S. Roschkian (Roschka), a Ukrainian Armenian, linguist and historian mentioned the document of 1062 in his work "Life Description of the Armenian Bishops in Poland (17th century)" for the first time among the Armenians of providing him the military aid for which three years of freedom were guaranteed. Polish orientalist T. Krusinskiy performed an overview of the first Armenian colonies in Kyiv Rus based on the document of 1062. Moreover, the data 1062 entered into scientific literature and science fiction. The Armenian researchers often applied to the docu-
The document occurred unexpectedly in 1641. A reasonable question could be posed, why did the Armenian community not use it for the autonomy preservation in the kingdom of Poland and wait almost 600 years?

Polish nobility expressed negative attitude to the Armenians-Christians, considered them to be schismatic-secessionists and aimed at instilling the Polish and Catholic traditions to them. Consequently, the urban authorities of Polish Lviv endeavored to eliminate the Armenian’s autonomy, their rights, national trial system, customs and traditions.

In the view of the abovementioned, professor Yaroslav Dashkevych drew a conclusion that the document of Duke Fedor Dmitrievich was falsification (Dashkevych, 1962).

The medieval documents were composed according to the established traditions in Europe. They had to contain the mandatory attributes: a title, approval, witnesses, and data.

In the 16th century, particularly in 60-s, cardinal Jh. F. Kommendone, his secretary, historian A. M. Grat-siani, preacher B. Gerbest personally communicate with the Lviv Armenians in the matter of their appearance in Galicia. A question about the document of 1062 was not raised. Gerbest entailed a list of the documents and the Armenian manuscripts which he studied in Lviv in his work of 1567. Still the document of 1062 was not mentioned.

The Soviet historiography was on the positions of rejecting the document’s authentic nature; moreover there were attempts to exclude it completely from the scientific literature.

Relating to the Researchers of the Armenian Diaspora of Lviv before 1914

The first descriptions of the Armenians of Lviv appeared in the 16th century. At that time the geographical and topographical descriptions of the Eastern Europe were in trend, including the description of the kingdom of Poland and the kingdom of Lithuania where the Ukrainian lands were included. The Armenian colonies were characterized by craft and trade nature. The one of the biggest Armenian community was situated in Lviv. Furthermore, the Armenian communities were in Kyiv, Lutsk, Yazlovens, Kamenets-Podolskiy. The Armenian communities had partial economic and legal economy from local government. An Armenian court, where an Armenian voigt voted with the old men jurors, issued decisions according to the established traditions.

The first written note about the Armenians was created by Matesi from Mekhov, a reformer of Krakow university, in his book "A Treatise about Double Sarmatia: Asian and European ones" (1517). The author described the Armenians as an active nation which secured the trade and diplomatic mediation between the West and East (Mekhovsky, 1936).

The second historian (according to the chronological order) who mentioned the Armenians of Lviv in writing was Italian geographer, corrector Giovanni Botero (1533-1617), who published 4 volumes of "The Reason of State", where in the first volume he depicted the territory of contemporary the kingdom of Poland (Mytsyk, 1982).

The 16th century frightened the Catholic Church by the ideas of Reformation that had rapidly lost the positions in Europe, especially in German where Protestantism had been winning. Consequently, Vatican directed his emissaries, Apostolic Nuncios for studying and forecasting of the religious situation on a territory where potential converts lived. The Ukrainians were among them; however they were inclined to the Orthodox Church. It was completely true in the situation of the Armenian (Gregorian) Apostolic
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Church that was one of the oldest as the nation was converted to the Christian belief back in the 4th century. Pope Nuncio Fulvio Ruggieri wrote about the high intellectual level of the Armenians of Lviv and their ancient manuscripts of 1565 and 1568 (see Vyrsky, 2012).

Furthermore, Polish statesman Szwiesiostosz Oszelski (1549-1598) in "The Eight Books of Great Interregnum of 1572-1576" paid attention to the Armenian tradesmen form Lviv and their connections with Polish king Sigismund-Augustus (see Oszypian, 2018).

Additionally, Archbishop of Lviv Yan-Dimitr Solikovskyi (1539-1603) in the book "A Short Commentary to Polish Problems" highlighted the economic might of the Armenians in 1579. The first publication was in Gdansk in 1647. Being a true defender of the Catholic Church and a religious union, Solikovskyi accused the Armenians of spying in favor of Turkey, being schismatics and supporting a religious division.

Polish Rzezczpospolita tried to attract the Armenians via enforcing the Polish laws and traditional church reforms. Later it had been accomplished through the signing of the union's statements with the Roman Catholic Church in 1654. Meticulous and systematic work of the Catholics was preceded by the event. For instance, canonick Andrzej Lubelczik wrote "A Liturgy of the Armenian Ceremony" in 1549, and issued a book "Baptism of the Armenians" in Krakow in 1554. He appealed for the common Armenian Catholic Church in his works.

Undeniably, the historical documents of the Armenian community in Lviv were the ample evidence of Armenian's incorporation into medieval city. "A Statute of the Armenian Law" of 1519 should be named among them. It was a base for the legal procedures in the Armenian local courts. The statute was published in seven textual variants in Armenian-Kipchak language, Latin and Polish.

The historical documentary collection of the Armenian colony in Lviv, published by Austrian historian of law F. Bischoff in Vienna in 1865, included more than 30 documents dated from the 16th century which reflected a persistent struggle of the Armenians for their own administrative and legal autonomy against the application of Magdeburg right during the trials. There were the king's documents which gave the privileges to the particular Armenians in Lviv, for instance to Ivashkov Tichonovich - father and son, to Vasil' son of lvashko. The individual privileges were a reward for successfully performed diplomatic work, typically for the king's mail delivery or accompaniment of a diplomatic mission. Trading with Turkey, Iran, the Armenians were fluent in the foreign languages and personally knew the rulers, their court, as a result they had an opportunity of being the mediators in the international relations. The fact facilitated some representatives of the Armenian ethos to gain the trust of kings, sultans, viziers as well as to earn the fortune. The richest were the creditors of the kingdom of Poland on the security of the guaranteed letters from a king.

6 The Armenian local court was liquidated by the Austrian-Hungarian authorities in Lviv in 1784. Simultaneously, 6 Armenian parishes were eliminated, in which 9 churches and 19 chapels in three dioceses of Lviv, Stanislav and Kuty were included.

Vatican was regularly informed about the religious situation in Lviv by I.A. Kaligaria, I.A. Bolonetto, Pope Nuncios in Poland. The priests of the Armenian and Ukrainian Church were collectively against the introduction of Polish and Catholic traditions at the local level.

The Ukrainian Armenians communicate in Armenian-Kipchak, it is a spoken language. Some researchers consider them to be the Polish Armenians, highlighting a differentiation in the political sphere.

A researcher should have paleographical skills (paleography - is a historical and linguistic discipline with studies the evolution of writing), be an expert in ancient Ukrainian, ancient and middle Armenian, Armenian-Kipchak, ancient Polish and Latin languages in order to provide a qualitative study of the period (Dashkevych, 1961).

The attempts to describe the Armenian community in Lviv were made by Polish historian D. Zubrzycki (1844).

Oswald Marian Balzer (1858 - 1933) should be named among the Polish researchers of the Armenian community and its legal documents in medieval Lviv (in the 5th - 16th centuries). He maintained the position that the Armenians had their national voigt and the judicial procedures (namely the right to set a trial and to consider the legal suits) during the kings' times. There are no any additional documents due to the considered issue (Balzer, 1909).

Relating to the Researchers of the Armenian Diaspora of Lviv in the 20th - 21st Centuries


Yaroslav Romanovich Dashkevych should be considered as the most distinguished Ukrainian scientist-Armenolog. He studied the issue approximately 40 years. He presented his PhD thesis of Doctor of Philosophy in Yerevan in 1963 (Dashkevich, 1962). There were many pages devoted to the Armenians of Lviv in his monography of Doctor of Science "A State and Directions of resource and historical studies of Ukrainian History (the second half of the 19th - 20th century)" (1994).

The Soviet authorities and its representatives did not give Ya. Dashkevych, a former repressed man (1949-1956), any opportunity to obtain a scientific degree in Ukraine. Armenian revolutionary and Soviet politician, historian, academic of National Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Republic of Armenia Ashot Govgansian (Ioanisian) facilitated him. He was also a victim of the Stalinist terror as Yaroslav Dashkevych and was rehabilitated in 1954. Professor Ashot Govgansian was an academic adviser of the PhD thesis of aspirant Yaroslav Dashkevych as well as he agreed to be a senior editor of his monography.

Nevertheless, a scientific career of Dashkevych on the Soviet Union territory was tough even after PhD degree approval. He was constantly dismissed, moreover he was not permitted to teach, write or be published. In 1972
The scientific essays of Polish, Russian and Ukrainian researchers of the issue are presented. Particularly, the scientific contribution on the subject of "the Armenian issue in Lviv" of Yaroslav Dashkevych, a historian with tough life and scientific destiny who has still remained the most recognized scientist of the Armenian studies in Ukraine, is described.

The attention is drawn to the necessity of further study and manuscripts' preservation in ancient Armenian which have been stored at the scientific library of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv and need digitalization and restoration.
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Conclusions

A history of the Armenian diaspora on Ukrainian land occupies the prominent place in the urban communities' study. The resourceful and literature analysis of the issue permitted to organize and describe the available studies as well as to deep the knowledge related to the periods and methods of struggle of the Armenian community for their rights and privileges in medieval Lviv. Moreover, the presented study revealed the level of issue's urgency and discussion regarding to the exact date determination of the Armenians appearance on the Kyiv Rus territory.
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